Sub: Quotation for KIOSK for CIIL Library – reg.

Sir,

The institute library is interested in purchasing UHF self service KIOSK with the following features:- a. To automate circulation operation, b. To integrate with the existing VTLS (Virginia) software used, c. To provide value added services to patrons and d. To extend features like OPAC, etc.

Kindly provide us your product details with its Physical, Electrical and Environmental Characteristics, Printer, RF, Interface and Controller specification along with its price. The rate should be inclusive of all the taxes and delivered to the Institute. The time requirement for completing the supply should be indicated.

Quotation should be sent in a sealed cover marked distinctly on the cover “Quotation for supply of KIOSK for Library” and addressed by the designation to THE DIRECTOR, CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF INDIAN LANGUAGES, MANASAGANGOTRI, MYSORE - 570 006 should reach on or before 16th of August 2012. Last date Extended up to 31st of August 2012